Design A Brick For Plymouth Brick Project
1.

We want you to make a drawing in the brick shape below that answers the question,‘What Do I Love About Plymouth?’ Your answer can be really personal to you- it could be a
favourite place, person, or food- it could even be a feeling that Plymouth gives you. Remember art can be used to make people ‘see’ and ‘feel’ all kinds of sensations, the image
you create can represent real, solid objects, an imaginary doodle or even just words, it's up to you.
Although it’s important to express what you’re feeling, remember, whatever you choose should be something that doesn't make other people looking at the wall feel unwelcome
or uncomfortable.

2.

You can see on the sheet that the brick is divided into several different sizes. We can’t guarantee that you will get your choice of brick size, so use the dotted lines to think
about how you might change your drawing to fit a different shape of brick on the day. Write your name or pseudonym and give your artwork a title on the dotted lines.

The wall by Glen Park Avenue steps will be open to the public from Friday 21st - Monday 30th May 2021. Please invite family and friends along to see your brick and to paint one of
their own.
HAVE A LOOK AT YOUR BRICK ONLINE- your brick will be available to see on our website from the day after you have painted your design. You can look up Plymouth Brick Project
(www.brickproject.co.uk) and click on any date from 17th- 20th May when the facilitators will be rendering your bricks. You will then be able to hover your mouse over the images,
which will display the title and artist of each artwork.

Please write your name here: .......................................................... Please write the title of your artwork here: ..................................................................

